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A B S T R A C T

A series of crosslinked anion exchange membranes (AEMs) were prepared through ring-opening metathesis
polymerization (ROMP) of tetraalkylammonium-functionalized norbornene derivatives. Dimensional stability
and mechanical properties were enhanced by the crosslinker of 2, 2′-(hexane-1,6-diyl) bis(2-methyl-2, 3, 3a, 4, 7,
7a-hexahydro-1H-4, 7-methanoisoindol-2-ium) iodide (b3). The thermal stability, ion exchange capacity (IEC),
water uptake, swelling ratio, ion conductivity and mechanic property of the membranes were investigated. The
molar ratios of monomer (3aR, 4 S, 7 R, 7aS)− 2-methyl-2-(3-(trimethylammonio)propyl)−2, 3, 3a, 4, 7, 7a-
hexahydro-1H-4,7-methanoisoindol-2-ium iodide (a3): norbornene: monomer b3 was 1:6:3, 2:6:2, 3:6:1 in AEM-
1, AEM-2, AEM-3. The resultant AEM-3 membrane had an IEC of 2.89mmol g−1, an ion conductivity of 64.79
mS·cm−1, a water absorption of 12.5% and a tensile strength of 15.18MPa at 25 °C. The swelling ratio of AEM-1
(the molar ratio of monomer a3: norbornene: monomer b3 was 1:6:3) was 9.28% at 20 °C and 9.92% at 60 °C.
The tensile strength of membranes was improved by the crosslinker. A single cell was built with this AEM-3
membrane and the performance was evaluated. A maximum power density of 152mW cm−2 at 50 °C was de-
monstrated. The membranes show great promise to serve as membranes for fuel cells due to excellent perfor-
mances of higher ion conductivity and better dimensional stability.

1. Introduction

Anion exchange membranes (AEMs) have been applied to fuel cells
for the advantages of low start-up temperature, good reliability and the
possibility of using non-precious metals as catalysts [1–7]. As a core
part of anion exchange membrane fuel cells (AEMFCs), anion exchange
membranes (AEMs) transport hydroxide anions and prevent fuel from
contacting with oxygen. The performance of AEMs directly affects
stable operation of fuel cells, hence ideal AEMs should meet the fol-
lowing requirements: (1) low cost; (2) high ion conductivity; and (3)
good mechanical and thermal stability properties [8].

Various kinds of AEMs had been prepared, such as quaternized high-
performance commercial or synthesized polymers (polysul fone [9],

poly(2,6-dimethyl-1,4-phenylene oxide) (PPO) [10], poly-epi-
chlorohydrin [11], poly(phenylene) backbone [12–15], polypyrrole
backbone [16], poly(aryl ether oxadiazole) [17], etc) and radiation-
grafted fluorinated poly-mers (poly(vinylidene fluoride), poly(ethylene-
co-tetrafluoro ethylene) and poly(hexafluoropropylene-co-tetrafluoro
ethylene)) [18]. In recent years, norbornene and its derivatives have
been used for AEMs with their simple controllable polymerization
technique, diverse sources of catalysts, easy modification and favorable
thermal stability [19,20]. Ring-opening metathesis polymerization
(ROMP) has been widely used for size-controlled polymerization. It has
advantages of controlled segment structure and molecular size. Double
bonds of Circular olefin are opened and linked under the action of the
catalyst [21,22]. However, common problems of low ion conductivity
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and poor stability restrict their wide application in industries [23].
Direct approaches to solve these problems are to increase the content of
the functional groups (typically, quaternary ammonium) and cross-
linking [24]. Recently, we have reported the synthesis of a new kind of
tetraalkylammonium- functionalized linear AEMs with polynorbornene
backbone [25,26]. Although the performance of the AEMs satisfies the
working of fuel cell, but it is necessary to obtain excellent performances
of AEM with a higher ion conductivity and better dimensional stability
by optimizing the polynorbornene structure.

In present work, molecular modeling techniques were used to create
amorphous cells composed of polymer molecules, hydroxide anions,
and water molecules [27]. From the results of molecular dynamic (MD)
simulation, the ionic diffusivity and coordination data between the
polymer chain and ion were predicted. According to the computational
data, the polymer molecular structure was designed and the polymer
component was optimized. In order to improve dimensional stability,
crosslinked copolymers were developed. The crosslinker not only of-
fered benefits such as high thermal stability and enough strength but
also provided functional groups. In this study, anion exchange mem-
branes based on quaternary ammonium salt were prepared and their
applications in H2/O2 fuel cell were evaluated with cell voltage and
powered density.

2. Molecular modeling of structure and hydroxide anions
diffusivity

2.1. Molecular modeling and simulation method

Molecular simulation has been applied to analyze the movement of
ions and the microstructure of polymer backbone in membrane and to
predict the chemical interactions between elements in the polymer and
other mediums [28,29]. These computational modeling techniques
have also been used to understand various membrane properties, in-
cluding the ion transport behavior [30]. In this simulation, molecular
simulations were conducted using the Material Studio software package
(Accelrys Inc., USA). Amorphous cells with different quantities of water
content were used to analyze ion diffusivity at different temperatures.
Firstly, polymer chains, water molecules and hydroxide anions were
constructed in Visualizer module. Model construction parameters are
summarized in Table 1. Initial density of the cell was 1.0 g/cm3. Sub-
sequently, smart algorithm was used for geometry optimization of the
cell, and the global minimum configuration was found by simulated
annealing. Furthermore, the cell reached equilibrium using the Forcite
module with temperature and energy as the equilibrium criteria. In this
step, NPT canonical ensemble was used for calculation. Time step was 1
fs and the total simulation time was set as 500 ps NPT at 300 and 330 K,
respectively. All the molecular dynamics simulations were performed
using the Ewald summation with the fine-accuracy of 0.001 kcal/mol.
NHL thermostat and Andersen barostat were used to control the tem-
perature and pressure during the simulations with a decay constant of
0.1 ps. After that, the density and energy of the cells kept constant,
indicating that the system reached equilibrium. Then, mean square
displacement (MSD) and radial distribution function (RDF) were cal-
culated based on the molecules motion trails.

2.2. Calculating equation

To study the interrelationship between particles and the distribution
of particles in the polymer, the RDF analysis was used. The RDF could
describe the structural characteristics accurately and provide the cluster
status and coordination number. The RDF was calculated according to
Eq. (1):
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where gA-B is the occurrence probability of particle B around particle A,
V is the total volume of the system, NB is the number of particle B, nB is
the number of particle B at a distance of r from A.

In the simulation, the MSD was used for the movements of mole-
cules. The analytical method of diffusion coefficient estimation and
RDF was used. Particle diffusion in AEMs was heterogeneous, and the
diffusion curves of OH- and H2O could be obtained with a change in
time. The diffusion coefficient could be obtained from Eq. (2):
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where D is diffusion coefficient, N is the number of diffusing particles, r
is the distance, rj (t)-rj (0) represents the displacement of a particle at
time t from the initial position of the particle, and MSD is the mean
square displacement.

2.3. Microstructure of simulated cells

Fig. 1 shows the polynorbornene chemical formula (a) and repeat
units (b) which were used to build unit cell (c). The microstructure of
the cell can be described as a hydrophobic polymer backbone pene-
trated by a network of three-dimensional interlinked hydrophilic
channels of different diameters. The presence of channels containing
mobile charge carriers was an important characteristic feature of solid
state ionic conductors [31].

Fig. 2 shows the water distribution in cells. It was observed that the
water channels at 330 K were more continuous than that at 300 K due to
the fact that the volume of polymer backbone increased with increasing
the temperature, causing the rise of water uptake. The water molecules
filled in the three-dimensional polymer backbone, so the number of
water molecules was increased with increasing the temperature.

To analyze the correlation of quaternary ammonium groups with
hydroxide anions and water molecules, the RDF of N, H2O and OH- was
calculated and shown in Fig. 3. The pair correlation function between
water molecule and quaternary ammonium groups was revealed in
Fig. 3(a). The first and largest peak occurred at 4.2 Å. The concentration
of distribution of quaternary ammonium groups indicated that the
functional groups were evenly distributed around water channels,
forming the walls of water channels. Fig. 3(b) shows the pair correla-
tion function between hydroxide anions and water molecules. It is
clearly observed that the RDF has two peaks for both water contents.
The first peak moved from 1.0 to 2.0 Å, and the second peak moved
from 2.4 to 3.2 Å. It illustrated that the hydroxide anions were sur-
rounded by two layers of water cluster due to hydrogen bond, meaning
that the hydroxide anions were well solvated in the water phase.
Fig. 3(c) presents that the electrostatic interaction holds a hydroxide
anion around the quaternary ammonium at 4.8 and 5.5 Å for 30 and

Table 1
Description of the simulated cells.

Cell Degree of
polymerization

Number of
polymer chain

Number of quaternary
ammoniums /chain

Number of
hydroxide anions

Number of water
molecules

Water content
(wt%)

density (g/
cm3)

Volume (Å3)

300 K 100 3 66 198 780 30 1.051 96,568.249
330 K 100 3 66 198 1300 50 1.053 111,219.815
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50 wt% water uptake, respectively. The g(r) of N-OH was weakened
with increasing the water content through solvation. Hence, the cor-
relation of quaternary ammonium groups with hydroxide decreased
and hydroxide anions can spread out more broadly in the water
channel.

2.4. Comparison of diffusion coefficient (D) and experimental work

In order to understand the diffusion behavior of the hydroxide an-
ions in the polynorbornene membrane, the MSD of the hydroxide an-
ions in the membranes was analyzed. Fig. 4 illustrates the slope of
hydroxide anions for MSD of the polynorbornene membranes. The MSD
of hydroxide anions with 50 wt% water content at 330 K was larger
than that with 30 wt% water content at 330 K. It indicated that the
hydroxide anions in the cell with 50 wt% water content at 300 K had a
longer trajectory and a better mobility.

As the previous work reported that the simulated diffusion coeffi-
cients of water in the membranes exhibited the same trend as the ex-
perimental data [25,32]. The ion conductivity increased with in-
creasing the temperature, in accordance with increasing water
molecules and transport channel size inside the membrane. The kinetic
energy of the molecules changed with increasing the temperature, the
hydroxide anions had a larger kinetic energy at a higher temperature.
Besides, water content and channel size could provide a platform on
which hydroxide anions performed migration, combining with Grot-
thuss mechanisms [33] in the hydrated membranes and the en mass
(vehicle) [34]. High water content contributed to the formation of

continuous water channels, which favored the transmission of hydro-
xide anions.

3. Experiments

3.1. Materials

Endic anhydride, lithium aluminium hydride, 1,6-Diaminohexane,
3-Dimethylaminopropylamine and magnesium sulfate were purchased
from Aladdin. Acetic acid glacial, methanol, toluene, dichloromethane,
and eiethyl ether were obtained from Beijing Chemical Works. The
Grubbs 3rd Generation catalyst was purchased from Energy Chemical
and used as received. Deionized water was used and the resistance was
16Ω. All the chemical reagents used in the experiments were of reagent
grade.

3.2. Preparation of membranes

The synthesis process of monomer (3aR,4 S,7 R,7aS)− 2-methyl-2-
(3-(trimethylammonio) propyl)− 2,3,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-1H-4,7-me-
thanoisoindol-2-ium iodide (a3) and (3aR,7aS)− 2-methyl-2-(6-
((3aR,4 S,7 R,7aS)− 2-methyl-2,3,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-1H-4,7-metha-
noisoindol-2-ium-2-yl)hexyl)− 2,3,3a,4,7,7a-hexahydro-1H-4,7-metha-
noisoindol-2-ium iodide (b3) is shown in Figs. 5 and 6 [25,26], re-
spectively. Crosslinked AEMs were prepared with monomer a3 and
norbornene (NB), accompanied by monomer b3 as crosslinkers as
shown in Fig. 7. As an example, the procedure used to prepare AEM-3

Fig. 1. The (a) polynorbornene chemical formula, (b) structure unit and (c) microstructure of unit cell with 50 wt% water uptake (red ball represents water).

Fig. 2. Distribution of water molecules in the cell with a water uptake of (a) 30wt% and (b) 50wt%.
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(which was subsequently identified to be the optimal formulation) was
stated as follows: monomer a3 (81.4 mg, 0.325mmol), norbornene
(61.2 mg, 0.065mmol), b3 (69mg, 0.108mmol) were dissolved in
CH2Cl2 and CH3OH (5mL). Grubbs III catalyst (4.79mg,
0.00542mmol) was added. The resultant mixture was stirred for 30min
at 40 °C to obtain the casting solution. The solution was then cast onto a
glass plate and dried at 25 °C until the solvent was removed. The
membrane was peeled off from the glass plate under water to obtain the
crosslinked AEM-3.

3.3. Ion exchange capacity (IEC)

The membrane IEC was measured by titration. To obtain the Cl-

counterion of the membrane, the AEMs were immersed in 0.5M NaCl
solution for 24 h and subsequently washed with deionized water several
times. The Cl- form of the AEMs was immersed in a fixed volume of
0.5 M NaNO3 aqueous solution for 24 h. The amount of replaced
chloride ions was titrated against 0.05M AgNO3 solution using K2CrO4

(10%) as an indicator. The IEC was calculated according to Eq. (3):

=
⋅ ×− V

m
IEC

0.05mol L (AgNO )1
3

d (3)

where VAgNO3 (mL) is the volume of the AgNO3 solution, CAgNO3

(mol·L−1) is the concentration of AgNO3 solution, and Wd (g) is the
weight of the dried membrane sample.

3.4. Water uptake and swelling ratio

Water uptake and swelling ratio of AEMs were determined using the
following procedures. The membrane was first dried under vacuum at
80 °C for 24 h, following which its weight and dimensions were accu-
rately measured. Then the membrane was immersed into deionized
water at a given temperature. After equilibration for 24 h, the mem-
brane was recovered, and the surface water was blotted with a filter
paper, the weight and dimensions were measured. The water uptake
(Wu) and swelling ratio (Sr) were determined using Eqs. (4) and (5):

=
−
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=
−

×S L L
L
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where mw (g) and md (g) are the weight of the wet and dry membrane
sample, respectively; Ld (cm) and Lw (cm2) respectively are the length of
the membrane before and after water absorption.

3.5. Mechanical properties

The mechanical properties (stress-strain) of the crosslinked AEMs
were studied at room temperature using a SHIMADZU AG-I 1 kN in-
strument at a strain rate of 5mm/min. All the dumbbell thin films
samples refer to National standard GB13022-1991. For each film, five
replicates were tested.

3.6. Conductivities

According to impedance spectroscopy, the ionic conductivity (σ) of
the membrane was obtained by using a Zahner IM6ex electrochemical
workstation with an AC perturbation of 10mV and over the frequency
ranges from 100MHz to 1MHz. The membrane was immersed in
deionized water for 24 h before testing. The membrane sample was
clamped between four Pt electrodes using two Teflon® blocks, placed in
deionized water at 25 °C, and evaluated. The conductivity of the
membrane was calculated by Eq. (6):

=σ L
RS (6)

where R (Ω) is the real impedance corresponding to zero phase angle in
the impedance spectrum, L (cm) is the distance between two Pt elec-
trodes, and S (cm2) is the cross-sectional area of the membrane

Fig. 3. Radial distribution functions of (a) N-H2O, (b) OH-H2O and (c) N-OH.

Fig. 4. Mean square displacement of hydroxide ions.

Fig. 5. Synthetic procedure for monomer a3 [25]: (a) C7H8, 80 °C, 24 h. (b) CH2Cl2, Et2O, 0 °C, 24 h. (c) CH3OH, 20 °C, 48 h.
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orthogonal to l.

3.7. H2/O2 fuel cell

The MEA (Membrane of Electrode Assemblies) of AEM-3 membrane
was made by spray casting solution on carbon paper (Pt/C
0.65mg cm−2) at 50 °C, and assembling the anode, cathode and
membrane without hot pressing into the fuel cells. The effective elec-
trode area was 6.25 cm2. Hydrogen and oxygen under a pressure of 1.5/
1 bar were pumped in two sides of a single cell with gas humidification.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. FTIR

Fig. 8 shows the FTIR spectra of a3, b3 and AEM-3. A broad ab-
sorption peak at 3449.25 cm−1 is due to the existence of quaternary
ammonium groups [25]. The characteristic peaks between 2990 and
3060 cm−1 and 1640 cm−1 are the characteristic vibration of C-H and
C=C bond respectively [26]. These observations confirmed the suc-
cessful synthesis of polynorbornene.

4.2. TGA

The thermal degradation of the polymers studied by TGA showed
that the cross-linked material was stable up to 240 °C and only a few
percent weight loss was observed due to the moisture evaporation in
the material. As seen in Fig. 9, three stages were observed in the de-
composition process. The initial decomposition temperature was about
240 °C, the polymer showed about 30% weight loss between 240 and
300 °C due to the decomposition of quaternary ammonium groups [27].
The temperature for side chains decomposition was at about 325 °C, the
polymer backbone shows good heat-resistance, with a decomposing
temperature of 476 °C. The results indicated that polynorbornene had
an excellent thermal stability below 240 °C, which was high enough to

Fig. 6. Synthetic procedure for monomer b3 [26]: (a) CH3COOH, 120 °C, 6 h. (b) CH2Cl2, Et2O, 0 °C, 24 h. (c) CH3OH, 20 °C, 48 h.

Fig. 7. Procedure for AEMs synthesis.

Fig. 8. FT-IR spectra of a3, b3 and AEM-3.

Fig. 9. TG curves for different polymers under N2 atmosphere.
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meet the using conditions of AEMFCs.

4.3. IEC, water uptake and swelling ratio

In order to improve the ionic conductivity, a series of cross-linked
AEMs were prepared. The use of crosslinker can enhance the dimen-
sional stability and mechanical properties [35]. Crosslinking density
were increased with increasing the catalyst loading while the ion con-
ductivity was reduced [36,37]. Herein, all membranes had a [olefin]:
[catalyst] loading of 200:1. The IEC increased from 2.46 to
2.89mmol g−1 with increasing a3 content (from AEM-1 to AEM-3). The
IEC has a high impact on the ionic conductivity and water uptake.
While excessive water uptake results in an unacceptable dimensional
instability and a lower conductivity due to the gel formation and re-
duction in the ionic mobility. Detailed characterization data of AEMs
are listed in Table 2.

Water uptake and swelling ratio for anion exchange membrane were
measured at 25 and 60 °C. It has been known that adequate water up-
take is needed to form interconnected hydrated channel, ensuring
maximal ionic conductivity [38,39]; however, excessive water uptake
may also lead to a detrimental loss of mechanical integrity and de-
creased ion conductivity [40,41]. Meanwhile, an ideal membrane will
not swell appreciably in length, width, or thickness upon exposure to
solvents contained within a fuel cell at typical operating temperatures
[24]. As we can see from Table 2, water uptake and swelling ratio in-
creased quickly with IEC changed from 2.46 to 2.89mmol g−1. The
performance of the prepared films was acceptable. The swelling ratio of
AEM-1 was 9.28% at 25 °C and 9.92% at 60 °C, and the performance of
the prepared films of AEM-3 was better than AEM-1.

4.4. Mechanical properties

Fig. 10 shows the mechanical properties of the crosslinked mem-
branes. The crosslinked membranes showed a significantly improved
tensile strength as compared to the linear membranes, which had a
tensile strength of 6.19MPa. As for AEM-3, high crosslinking ratio re-
stricted the swelling ratio to 18.32%. Crosslinking increased the tensile
strength and had a tensile strength of 14.64, 12.81 and 15.18MPa,

respectively. Crosslinker increased the tensile strength, which was
meaningful to maintain the membrane stability. These results indicated
that all the membranes were stronger than the linear polymer mem-
brane [25] and tough enough for potential use as AEMs.

4.5. Hydroxide ion conductivities

Fig. 11 shows the hydroxide ion conductivity of AEMs. A positive
correlation between the conductivity and temperature can be observed.
All AEMs membranes exhibited a room temperature ion conductivity
higher than 30 mS·cm−1. In the deionized water, AEM-1, AEM-2 and
AEM-3 membranes exhibited an ion conductivity of 30.22, 42.81 and
64.79 mS·cm−1 at 25 °C, respectively. As the temperature increases, the
free volume becomes inflated, and the anion transferring channels be-
come wider, causing a strengthening of the overall mobility of ions and
polymer chains. It was noteworthy that the conductivity of AEM-3
membrane was much higher than that of the AEM-1 and AEM-2,
probably due to the decrease of distance between the functional am-
monium groups with increasing the a3 content [42].

4.6. Single fuel cell performance

MEA of AEM-3 membrane was made by spray casting solution and
catalyst on the carbon paper (Pt/C 0.65mg cm−2) at 50 °C, assembling
anode, cathode and membrane without hot pressing into fuel cell. The
effective electrode area was 6.25 cm2. Hydrogen and oxygen under a
pressure of 1.5/1 bar were pumped into the single cell with gas humi-
dification. Fig. 12 shows the polarization curve of a single cell at 50 °C
with a 70% relative humidity. It can be noted that the open circuit
voltage is approximately 1.03 V, this means that the fabricated mem-
brane can block fuel finely. When the current density is 350mA cm−2,

Table 2
IEC, water uptake and swelling ratio of the AEMs.

Measurement AEM-1 AEM-2 AEM-3

IEC (mmol·g−1) 2.46 ± 0.04 2.72 ± 0.03 2.89 ± 0.05
Water uptake t25 (%) 13.25 ± 2.15 15.23 ± 2.18 31.52 ± 2.86
Water uptake t60 (%) 16.59 ± 2.35 18.91 ± 1.92 42.76 ± 2.13
Swelling ratio t25 (%) 9.28 ± 1.60 10.25 ± 2.07 12.45 ± 1.97
Swelling ratio t60 (%) 9.92 ± 1.30 12.34 ± 2.49 18.32 ± 2.18

Note： ± Std. Dev means the mean-variance.

Fig. 10. The mechanical properties of the crosslinked membranes.

Fig. 11. Hydroxide ion conductivity of anion exchange membranes.

Fig. 12. Fuel cell performance based on AEM-3 at 50 °C.
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the fuel cell shows a maximum power density of more than
152mW cm−2. The good performance can be attributed to the high ion
conductivity of AEM-3.

5. Conclusion

In summary, a series of crosslinked polynorbornene were prepared.
The anion exchange membranes were obtained with a solution casting
method and followed by hydroxide exchanging in a sodium hydroxide
solution. With increasing the amount of a3, the IEC, water uptake,
mechanical properties, and ion conductivity of AEM were highly in-
creased. Crosslinking not only restricted the swelling ratio of mem-
branes, but also increased the dimensional stability. The AEM-3 mem-
branes had an high ion conductivity of 64.79 mS·cm−1 at 25 °C.
Moreover, AEM-3 had a tensile strength of 15.18MPa. The IEC of all
membranes was in the range from 2.46 to 2.89mmol g−1. The water
uptake and swelling ratio of the AEMs varied from 16.59% to 42.67%
and 9.92–18.32% at 60 °C, respectively. According to the simulation
results, high water content contributed to the formation of continuous
water channels, which favored the transmission of hydroxide ions. All
membranes owned a comprehensive property of dimensional and
thermal stability. The H2/O2 single fuel cells testing using the AEM-3
membranes showed an open circuit voltage of 1.03 V and a maximum
power density up to 152mW cm−2 at 50 °C. All the results suggested
that the AEMs systems are promising for applications in fuel cells.
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